COMPLIANCE STATEMENT OF THE LEGISLATION OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOSOVO WITH THE EU ACQUIS

1. Proposing body of the normative act:

Ministry of Finance, Labor and Transfers

2. Title of the draft normative act:

Draft Law On Ratification Of The Loan Agreement Between Republic Of Kosovo And The European Bank For Reconstruction And Development For The Mitrovica Wastewater Development Project

3. Compliance of the normative act with the provisions of the Stabilization and Association Agreement or the Interim Agreement

The draft normative act is in compliance with the SAA and the Interim Agreement

3.1. the provisions of the SAA and the Interim Agreement regarding the normative content of the normative act.

3.2. Timeline set for approximation and harmonization of legislation in accordance with the provisions of the SAA and the Interim Agreement.

3.3. Assessment of the level of fulfillment of the obligation/obligation deriving from the above-mentioned provisions of the SAA and the Interim Agreement.

3.4. Reasons for partial fulfillment, or non-fulfillment/failure to fulfill the obligation deriving from the above-mentioned provisions of the SAA and the Interim Agreement.
3.5. Liaison with the National Integration Program NIP/NPAA (in the current case liaison with EPAP)

Is not relevant for this normative act.

4. Compliance of legislation with the EU Acquis

4.1 List of primary sources of EU law and compliance with them

4.2 List of secondary sources of EU law and compliance with them.

4.3 List of other sources of EU law and compliance with them.

4.4 Reasons for partial compliance, or non-compliance.

4.5 The period of time within which the full implementation of the legislation with the EU Acquis is foreseen.

Is not relevant for this normative act.

5. Specify when there is no EU legislation with which compliance is required.

In the scope of this Draft Law there are no legal acts of the EU legal system on the basis of which this Draft Law has been drafted.

6. Are the above sources of EU law translated into the official languages;

Is not relevant for this normative act.


Is not relevant for this normative act.

8. Signature of the head of the legal department of the state body, or other proposer of the normative act.

Klit Shala,
Deputy Director of Legal Department,

9. Signature of the Minister or the head of the state body, or other proposer of the normative act.

Hekuran Murati,
Minister of Finance, Labor and Transfers,